In an effort to provide an alternative method to represent a quantum spin, a precise nonlinear dynamics semi-classical model is used to show that standard quantum spin analysis can be obtained. The model includes a multi-body, anti-ferromagnetic ordering, highly coupled quantum spin and a semi-classical interpretation of the torque on a spin magnetic moment in the presence of a magnetic field. The deterministic nonlinear differential coupling equation is used to introduce chaos, which is necessary to reproduce the correct statistical quantum results.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent publications it was discussed that it may be possible to understand the quantum mechanical spin states in a similar method used in deterministic chaos [1, 2] . Recently, a 2D nonlinear semi-classical perturbation model of the spin interaction with a magnetic field was developed [3] and expanded to a 3D exact model [4] . Although the latter model lacked the needed chaos and the ability to replicate quantum statistics, it led to the concept that it might be possible to exhibit chaos internally in the spin model in order to reproduce the quantum mechanical spin results. It is thus suggested to treat the quantum spin as a multi-body quantum spin (with many sub-element components).
Scientists have questioned and tested if quantum mechanics is indeed random [5] [6] [7] , or if our current understanding is not complete [8] [9] [10] . If a black box was placed over a roulette wheel, the outcome would appear random. However, upon lifting the box the realization is the outcome appears to be random due to chaos and sensitivity to initial conditions [11] . Furthermore, recent research shows and measures a finite time evolution of a quantum mechanical state into an excited state (which previously had been considered instantaneous) [12] . It is with this viewpoint, that a proposed highly coupled, multi-body, anti-ferromagnetic ordering, semi-classical quantum spin model represent a single quantum spin (the evolution of which happens in a finite time) and that outcomes due to measurement are emergent behavior of chaos [1] .
The geometry used to describe the relationship between the quantum spin, µ, and the magnetic field, B, can be seen in figure 1 , where the unit vector of the quantum spin isn and the magnetic field is constant, pointing in theẑ direction.
The probability that the quantum spin will collapse in the direction of the magnetic field, spin up, and the probability that it will collapse in the opposite direction, * hjoshuaj@gmail.com † harry.c.shaw@nasa.gov ‡ drthayer@uwyo.edu § jdbodyfelt@gmail.com spin down, is given as
The probabilities shown in equation 1 will be the testing criteria for the semi-classical quantum spin model. In essence, the model will be given a finite time to evolve (the dynamics of which are chaotic) and settle into one of two states.
II. SEMI-CLASSICAL QUANTUM SPIN TORQUE IN A MAGNETIC FIELD
As in past research, the semi-classical quantum spin is given a uniquely modified dual stable equilibrium torque model [3, 4] . The classical torque model can be modified to exhibit two stable equilibria: θ = 0 and θ = π. A function that fills this unique semi-classical torque behavior is,
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and µ = |µ|n. This semi-classical torque function is similar to the one used in previous research [3, 4] , but the exact curve of the semi-classical torque had little affect on the results. The most important feature is to have two stable equilibria locations as previously described.
Although equation 2 implies the energy difference between the two equilibria states is zero, this is not an issue as a first order approximation justification is given in the conclusion section due to the multi-body coupling strength.
III. MULTI-BODY QUANTUM SPIN
There are numerous theories on a maximal elementary particle mass [13] [14] [15] [16] ; however, there is a lack of a limiting mass theory and in the Quantum Field Theory (QFT) mass can continously approach zero [17] . Nevertheless, fundamental/elementry particle mass should be dissectable into an infinite number of pieces. The quantum spin will be represented as many sub-element components that all together comprise the quantum spin. This approach also resonates with the concept that the spin model should be considered as being infinitely complex [1] .
The multi-body quantum spin model with ferromagnetic ordering is shown in figure 2 . For simplicity this model is shown; however, an anti-ferromagnetic ordering model is used in this research. This can be obtained by allowing the coupling spring equilibrium to be double an individual quantum spin component length (assuming the distance between neighboring spin components goes to zero).
The torque onn due to nearest neighbor, nn, coupling (with the above assumption) is expressed as
where
k is the spring coupling constant, and a is the spring equilibrium length (a = 0 for ferromagnetic ordering and a = 2|n| = 2 for anti-ferromagnetic ordering).
IV. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The equation of motion and resulting angular acceleration, αn =˙ ωn, for an individual quantum spin component can be represented as I αn = τn,
where the torque term is the sum of all torques on the indivdual spin. Included in the torque terms is a linear angular dissipation force, i.e. τ diss = −b ωn, so that
and b is a dissipation factor. An indiviual quantum spin component's equation of motions arė
The dissipation force is held to zero for some time and then turned on to represent the need for the quantum spin to fully collapse into one of two states: either aligned with the magnetic field, up, or anti-aligned with the field, down.
FIG. 3:
The standard 3D quantum spin 1/2 result is shown as well as the 2D probability region for the multi-body quantum spin model.
V. CODE
The Dormand-Prince Runge-Kutta method is used to iterate the equations of motion, equation 8, for each individual quantum spin component.
Initial combined averaged spin orientation values, θ int are divided equally from 0 to π in increments of π/1000. Each individual θ i value is given a random value based around θ int and this happens 1000 times for a total of one million simulations.
The random value of each individual spin component, θ i , based around θ int is ±1.2 radians. The visual comparision between this initial uncertainty and the final uncertainty for the quantum model is shown in figure 3 (the angles between the two models are to scale).
As seen in figure 2 , the model does not include wrap around boundary conditions. At first the model included large N ×N quantum spin components, but it was shortly realized that not many sub-elements are needed to obeserve the needed quantum statistics.
VI. RESULTS
The semi-classical quantum spin interpretation needs to be compared to quantum statistics if the model is to be suggested as a good candidate. The needed statistical replication, equation 1, will be used as a first validation (the probability for the spin to evolve into a spin up state will be evaluted).
The best quantum mechanical statistical comparision to the multi-body with anti-ferromagnetic ordering model is shown in figure 4 . From the figure, the correlation between quantum statistics and the proposed model is strong.
Although a Lyapunov spectrum has yet to be calculated from the Jacobian, a simple divergence separation measurement was taken from two trajectories in phase space differing as |δZ 0 |:
which yielded a positive Lyapunov exponent λ = 1.2. This shows that indeed the nonlinear semi-classical system exhibits chaos as required per literature [1] (Since the purpose of this paper was to show a semi-classical spin model that replicates quantum statistics, a full analysis of the chaos will be given in a future publication).
VII. CONCLUSION
The multi-body, anti-ferromagnetic ordering, semiclassical model as shown in this research shows the ability to replicate quantum mechanical statistics (which up to this point could only be replicated from quantum mechanical wave theory).
Although an energy difference between the spin up and down state is zero in this research, as seen from equation 2, the difference in energy levels, verified readily by the Zeeman effect, can be interpreted as being small compared to the coupling of nearest neighbor interactions, τ sc < τ nn . Therefore to first order, an energy difference as seen in the torques can be ignored.
Furthermore, this alternative representation for a quantum spin can provide a deeper understanding and a more realistic local interpretation for two entangled particles, in a singlet state, commonly known as nonlocal, 'spooky action at a distance'. Although this research included one quantum spin, when applied to the spin correlation singlet state (as in the EPR/Bell Inequality analysis [8, 18] ) this research predicts that two opposite pairs have statistically opposite outcomes. Thus, entanglement incorporates quantum statistics, as seen in spin correlated analyses (such as used in Bell inequality studies); however, this result is due to sensitivity to initial conditions. Consequently, a nonlocal explaination of entanglement is not needed to fully understand spin correlation pairs.
As a result of this analysis and a needed follow-up, the semi-classical quantum spin predicts an entanglement lifetime, or more correctly stated, a correlation-like lifetime, due to chaos. For example at a short time after creation, particle one will be exposed to something different than particle two. This will introduce a small shift in trajectory phase space. From equation 9, the path of a perfectly different outcome will depend on the lyapunov exponent, and thus a lifetime correlation.
VIII. DISCUSSION
The multi-body model has been shown to replicate quantum statistics and provide a more realistic interpretation of the EPR paradox. The multi-body model can also help explain quantum energy tunneling without the mediation of virtual photons. For example, the Rabi oscillation probability of going from a spin up state, 1, to a spin down state, 2, while at resonance, ω 0 , can be explained, where
when exposed to a constant dominant magnetic field and a perpendicular oscillating magnetic field perturbation, as:
Here it should be noted that at some time t 0 , where t 0 π/2ω 1 , there exists a non-zero probability that the spin will be found in a down state. Energy conservation is violated because the system has increased in energy by 2µB 0 , and has previously been resolved by virtual photon mediation. From the semi-classical model shown, since this energy difference is small compared to nearest neighbor coupling, the conserving energy differece 2µB 0 comes from nearest neighbor coupling energy. Thus, energy is conserved without invoking a virtual interaction.
Furthermore, from the uncertainty principle, ∆E ∆t ≥ /2, a virtual particle is allowed to borrow energy, ∆E, (in the form of virtual particles) for a restricted amount of time, ∆t, [19] . One observable consequence of invoking virtual particle mediation is the quantum spin states that collapse anti-parallel to the magnetic field before one half Rabi cycle, have borrowed energy and their lifetimes should be less than quantum spin states that collapse anti-parallel after one half Rabi cycle (the lifetime being confined by the uncertainty principle). Although rabi lifetimes should be dependent on the Rabi cycle due to the uncertainty principle, this has not been observed [20] [21] [22] .
Additionally, the theoretical Rabi oscillation probability, equation 10, is symmetric around one half Rabi cycle and matches closely with experiment [23] [24] [25] . The current interpretation requires virtual particle mediation (for spin states collapsing anti-parallel to the magnetic field) for the first half of a Rabi cycle. Since the first half of a Rabi oscillation requires virtual particle mediation and the other doesn't, the question naturally arises, "How can both sides be symmetric, if the process during the collapse is dramatically different?"
The testing of the nonlinear quantum spin model shown in this research will replicate Rabi oscillations. Although Rabi oscillations are still often misunderstood as purely a quantum effect, since this can be explained as a semi-classical result from linear dispersion and absorption [26] , the state population vector is a classical evolution in time. Once the evolution has stopped and the system is measured, the same quantum statistics shown in this research are obtained.
